1. Introduction. Let T be the modular group, consisting of all linear fractional transformations (1) t' = iar + b)licr + d)
where a, b, c, d are rational integers and ad-bc= 1. Then T is generated by the linear fractional transformations S, T where St = t+ 1, 7V= -1/t and is the free product of the cyclic group {T} of order 2 and the cyclic group {ST} of order 3. Let G be a normal subgroup of T of finite index p. It is known that there is just one such subgroup for p=l, 2, 3 which may be described as T", the subgroup of r generated by the /¿th powers of the elements of T. In all other cases p. must be a multiple of 6 (see [3] or [6] ) and there are only finitely many normal subgroups of r of a given finite index p, since the total number of subgroups of a given finite index in a finitely generated group is finite. The purpose of this article is to obtain some information about the function N{p), the number of normal subgroups of T of index p. By the remarks above N{l) = N{2)=N{3) = 1, and N{p)=0 if p> 3 and p^O (mod 6). We will determine all normal subgroups of T for p. = 66, and we will also determine N{p) explicitly when p=6q or I2q, where a is a prime. For example it will be shown that N{6q) = 1 +{q/3) for all primes q>3, and that iV(12a) = 0 for all primes q> 11. Here (a/3) is the Legendre-Jacobi symbol of quadratic reciprocity.
Some recent work of I. M. S. Dey [2] implies that the total number M{p) of subgroups of T of index p. satisfies the recurrence formula e-i M{p) = pau-2 <*»-kM{k), p. > I.
Here ak = T2{k)rAk)lk ! and rp{k) is the number of homomorphisms of the cyclic group of order p into Sk, given explicitly for prime p by the formula Tp{k) = oÄ»rW-rPVy
The first few values of M{p) are given below: [February No such recurrence formula for N(p) is known, however. It would be highly desirable to find such a formula.
We assume from now on that G is a normal subgroup of T of finite index ¡x > 3, so that p. is a multiple of 6. Let « denote the exponent of 5 modulo G : that is, « is the least positive integer such that Snr=T+n belongs to G. Then G is said to be of level «, and « certainly divides p.. We set / = /*/«.
The number / is just the number of parabolic classes of G (see [4] ). The genus g of G is then given by^= 1 + 12-2 = 1+^-Í2«-(see [3] ). The normal subgroups of genus 1 (which are all of level 6) have been completely described by the author in [5] . Let T' denote the commutator subgroup of I\ Then T' is of index 6 in T and is a free group of rank 2, freely generated by (2) A = STS^T, B = TS-XTS.
For every word W of V let eA(W), eB(W) denote the sum of the exponents of A and B, respectively. Then G is a normal subgroup of genus 1 if and only if integers p, m, d exist such that p > 0, O^mzid-l, m2+m + l = 0 (modd);
and G consists of all words W of F' satisfying eA(W) = 0 (modp), eB(W) = meA(W) (mod dp).
The group G is then of index (¡dp2 in Y and has dp2 parabolic classes. We denote this group by (p, m, d).
We put H = {S, G} = G+SG+ ■ ■ ■ +Sn~1G. Then Fk is a finite group of order Ok and the central element yk has period ek, where ek, Ok are given in the following We return now to the normal subgroup G.
Lemma 3. There is a k such that lzikzit,k\n and (5) 75* = SkT (mod G).
Furthermore the group {Sk, G} is a normal subgroup of Y of index kt, level k and having t parabolic classes. In addition if t > 3 then (6) kt = 0 (mod 6), / = kt/6 (mod 2).
Proof. The /+1 elements (TST)'=TS'T, 0^/^/ cannot all be distinct modulo 77 since (r : 77) = /. Hence there is a A: (which we choose least positive) such that TSkT e 77, and 1 <¡ k S t. It follows that there is an a such that 0 ^ a ^ « -1 and (TSTf = Sa (mod G).
Hence (S-^S-1)"
s Sa (modG), and conjugating by S we find that
Now conjugating separately by £and by S ~2 we find that (S~2Tf = TSaT = Sa (mod G)
which implies that TSk = SkT (mod G).
The fact that k\n follows from the fact that £ST also belongs to 77 and that k was least positive.
Consider now the group G* = {Sk, G} = G+SkG + ---+ 5fc(n/k-1)G.
Since Sk commutes with S and F modulo G and S, Tare generators of I\ G* is also a normal subgroup of T. Let p.*, «*, /*, g* denote the index, level, parabolic class number and genus respectively of G*. Since (G* : G)=njk, we find that p* = kt, n* = k, t* = t, g* = l + t{k-6)/l2.
The congruences (6) now follow from the remarks that if p*>3 then p*sO (mod 6), and that g* is an integer. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We also require Lemma 4. Suppose that
Then there is a k such that l^k^t, andn\l2k.
Proof. By the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3, there is a k such that 1 úk-¿ t and {TS~3)k e 77. Hence for some a satisfying O^a^n-1, {TS~3f = S" (mod G).
Conjugating by S~3, we also have {S~3Tf m S" (mod G). Now TS~3 and S ~3T commute modulo G, because of (7). It follows that S-0k = £2« (mod Q) so that {TS~3)2k m S-6k (mod G).
Conjugating by S'1, fS-ifS-tyk m s-ek (mod g{ TSTS-1)2" m S~6k (mod G).
Put C=TSTS-\ Then C~1 = TCT. This implies that S6k m TS-ekT = S-6k (mod G)> S12k = 1 (mod G).
Hence «|12Ä: and the lemma is proved. Some corollaries follow.
Corollary 1. Suppose that («, r!)= 1. Then «|6.
Proof. Lemma 3 implies that TS=ST {mod G). Lemma 1 (for k = 1) now implies that n|6. Proof. For 1 z% t zi 5, the corollary follows from Lemmas 1 and 3 by choosing nt as the least common multiple of kek for 1 z¡ k ^ /. For / = 6 the corollary follows similarly from Lemmas 1, 3 and 4.
3. The principal theorems. The preceding lemmas and corollaries imply the following interesting result : Theorem 2. There are only finitely many normal subgroups of Y having at most 11 parabolic classes.
Proof. If / zi 6 then there are only finitely many possible values for / and for «, by Corollary 2; hence for p.=tn. If 7^/^ 11 then Lemma 3 implies after a consideration of cases that k S 6, and the proof of the theorem for these cases follows from Lemmas 1 and 4.
Theorem 2 is true for groups having /= 13 or 17, as well. Lemma 3 also implies (we omit the discussion) that there are only finitely many maximally normal subgroups having at most / parabolic classes, for every / ^ 1.
Call a subgroup of Y cycloidal if it has just one parabolic class (this is Petersson's terminology). Then Corollary 2 also implies We leave open the question as to whether or not there are only finitely many normal subgroups of Y having a fixed number / of parabolic classes for all positive /(*). The situation for nonnormal subgroups is quite different. Petersson has proved that there are infinitely many cycloidal subgroups, and it is not difficult to extend his result to prove that there are infinitely many subgroups having any fixed number / of parabolic classes. We state this as a theorem. and Corollary 2 implies that 6c7|12, again an impossibility. We are left with the possibility « = 6, when g=l. An easy calculation shows that in this case there are no groups when (q¡3)= -1 and just two groups when (q¡3)= 1 : namely, (1, my, q) and (1, «i2, q) where my, m2 are the solutions of m2 + m + 1 = 0 (mod q) satisfying O^my, m2^q-l. The proof of the theorem is concluded. again an impossibility since a > 11. If t= 12 and«=a then Corollary 1 may be used (since q> 11) and implies that a|6, an impossibility. Finally if t=2q and « = 6 then g=l and a brief calculation shows that there are no subgroups of genus 1 with t=2q. This concludes the proof.
Once a value of p is known for which there are no normal subgroups of T, infinitely many more can be found by the following theorem : Theorem 7. Let G be an arbitrary group such that G contains no normal subgroup of index m. Let p be a prime >m. Then G contains no normal subgroup of index pkm,for all positive integers k.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then G contains a normal subgroup TV such that G/N is of order pkm. Since p is a prime the first Sylow theorem(2) implies that G/N contains a subgroup of order//; say GJN. Thus G=>GX=>N, where (G : Gx) = m, {Gx : N) =pk. Since p>m, the second and third Sylow theorems now imply that the number of conjugates of GJN in G/N is of the form 1 + cp, c = 0 and is a divisor of m. Thus c=0, GJN is a normal subgroup of G/N, and hence Gx is a normal subgroup of G. This is a contradiction since (G : Gx)=m. The proof of the theorem is concluded.
The theorem implies for example that there are no normal subgroups of T of index 30// for all primes p > 30, since T does not contain a normal subgroup of index 30.
Using Theorem 5 and the lemma below we will prove that there are no normal subgroups of T with a parabolic classes, where a is a prime such that (a/3) = -1.
Lemma 5. Suppose that Gx, G are normal subgroups of T of finite index such that Gx => G, Gx is of level nx and has tx parabolic classes, G is of level n and has t parabolic classes. Then nx\n, tx\t. Proof. Put (Gj : G) = r. Then nt = rnxtx. The fact that «j|« is obvious, since nx is the exponent of S modulo Gx and SneG<^Gx. Furthermore S"i e Gx and so Srni e G, since GJG is of order r. This implies that n\rnx, since « is the exponent of S modulo G. Hence t-={rnjn)tx and so /Jr. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We go on to the theorem(3).
Theorem 8. There are no normal subgroups of T with q parabolic classes, where q is a prime such that {q¡3)= -1.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then Lemma 3 implies that there is a normal subgroup G of T of level k and with a parabolic classes, where kSq. Since there are no normal subgroups of T of index a2, we must have k<q. By the first Sylow theorem T/G contains a subgroup of order a, say GJG. By the second and third Sylow theorems and the fact that k<q, GJG must be a normal subgroup of T/G. It follows that Gx is a normal subgroup of Y such that (r : Gx) = k. Now suppose that Gx is of level kx and has qx parabolic classes. Then Lemma 5 implies that kx\k, qx\q. Henceo1 = 1 ora. The latter is impossible since kxqx=k and k<q. Hence qx = l. By Theorem 3 Gx can only be T, T2, F or I". Since G^G'X {GJG is cyclic and hence abelian) the first three possibilities can be eliminated, in virtue of the information below: The groups themselves are given by the following theorem : We have left therefore the cases ^ = 48, /n = 60. If ^ = 60 then « = 5, /=12, g=0
(givingG=r(5))or« = 6, /=10, g= 1, «= 10, / = 6, g=3, «= 15, t=4, g=4,n = 30, t=2,g=5. All but the second of these are immediately excluded by our knowledge of normal subgroups of genus 1 and Corollary 2. Assuming that «=10, / = 6, g = 3 we find that the possible values of the integer k defined in Lemma 3 are k= 1, 2, 5. The first two values are excluded by Lemma 1, since « must be a divisor of 6 in these cases, and «=10. The last value of A: is excluded by Lemma 3, since there is no normal subgroup of index 30.
There remains only the case /¿ = 48. The possibilities here are n = 6, /=8, g=l, n = 8, z = 6, g=2, «=12, / = 4, g = 3, « = 24, / = 2, g=4. Of these the first and the last can be immediately excluded as before. The second implies after some calculation that G=>A(S8, £S4££-4) = G4,2. The third implies similarly that G => A(S12, TS3TS~3) = G3. 4 or that G=>A(S12, TSiTS-i) = Gi>3. Since G4.3 is of index 72 in T the latter is impossible, leaving only G^Gi2 or G^G3A. Since G, G4i2, G3A are all of index 48 in T this implies that G = Gi¡2 or G = G3¡i.
